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Future-proofing the
farm with solar panels
The Dolan family have
installed a solar energy
system to cut costs and
enhance sustainability
on their 400-cow dairy
farm in Westmeath

Patrick Gowing, Teagasc Dairy Specialist
John Upton Teagasc Dairy Researcher,
Moorepark
Jennifer Bracken Teagasc Dairy Advisor

John and Una Dolan, and their
children Aoife, Shane and
Cathal, are dairy farmers in

Fardrum, Co. Westmeath close to
Athlone. The family can be best
described as ‘dynamic’ with all, in-
cluding Aaron Daly, Aoife’s husband,
helping out and moulding a farm for
the future.

The Dolans have no fear of  change or
innovation. In 2010, the farm com-
prised 80 high yielding cows in a liquid
milk contract and fed TMR to the herd.
Today, they operate a 400-cow spring
calving dairy enterprise focused on
grazed grass and high genetic merit
animals.

At each step of  the expansion, the
family would come together to help
decide on the best way forward for the
dairy enterprise.  They were assisted
by the six-year business planner and
Profit Monitor from their Teagasc
dairy advisor Jennifer Brachen.

“We were attracted to solar as a way
to enhance our sustainability,” says
Shane.

“We thought solar would require less
maintenance and cost less than wind-
mills.” They investigated the potential
of  a large scale solar photovoltaic (PV)
panel and battery system for the farm
to help reduce electricity bills and po-
tentially export power back to the grid.

“The system was installed nearly 18
months ago, but we feel we have learnt
more about solar in the last six weeks
than we knew when purchasing it,”
says Shane. “If  we were doing it again
we would do more research into the
capabilities of  the solar panels and the
impact they would have on our farm.”

Stored power
The Dolans installed a 50 kWp (kilo-
watt peak) solar PV system with two
10 kWh (kilowatt-hour) batteries to
store power during the day when
energy demand would be low. The plan
was that the stored power would be re-
leased at milking when energy demand
would peak.

“Initially we were disappointed with
the system,” Cathal explains. “We
thought that by charging the batteries
during the day we would nearly get
the evening milking for free. However,
the batteries can’t discharge the power
quick enough so we still rely on power

Farm buildings are a
good fit for solar panels,
but each farm needs a
tailored installation.
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Healthier cows,
pregnant sooner…

“We had 15% empty rate, it’s down to 10% now and
that is down to the fact we are picking up silent heats.
Once we are finished calving cows the MooMonitor+
takes care of the breeding season.”

– Joe Barry

Call now: 0818 124 124
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from the grid during milking.
“It takes two hours to discharge the

batteries and we get a discharge rate of
about 4 kW from each battery. The bat-
teries will not discharge to zero as the
depth of  discharge is about 80%. With
everything running our peak demand
is about 25 kW during milking.

“If  we installed more batteries, we
would increase the solar energy avail-
able at milking, but it would be far
more expensive to install and we would
not get the payback,” says Shane.

“One advantage however is that we
charge the batteries on night rate
electricity and discharge them during
morning milking which reduces the
electricity cost during the morning
milking.”

Costs
The Dolans got quotes from five solar
companies before deciding on the
size of  the system to be installed. “We
wanted to reduce our electricity bill
by 30% and we were recommended to
install 50 kWp to achieve this goal,”
says Shane.

“We got no grant on the system and
the full 132 panels and two batteries in-
stalled cost €60,000 plus VAT. A similar
system today, though poten-
tially grant aided, could cost
closer to €90,000.”

Cathal and Shane reckon,
based on savings over the
summer months and using
a day rate price of  40 cent

ABOVE:
From left – Cathal
Dolan, Shane Dolan,
Jennifer Bracken,
and Aaron Daly, with
the solar panels on
the parlour roof in
the background.

Continued
on p10

The two batteries
(bottom left) are neat
and modest in size.
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per kWh, that the system will
pay for itself  after five years.
The current higher price
of  electricity is helping the
payback figures.

“We were hoping that we
could export surplus solar

energy off  the farm back to the grid,”
adds Cathal.

“As for the panels there was a lot
more to be considered than just con-
tacting the ESB. You have to apply to
ESB Networks for an export connection
under the Mini-Generation scheme.

“The ESB will conduct a survey of
the grid infrastructure on your farm to
see what amount you can export back.
They won’t necessarily take all you can
generate. “So when sizing your panels
this needs to be considered. You will
also need to get a smart meter installed.

“We are allowed to export a max of
12 kVA back to the grid (1 kVA can be
assumed equal to 1 kW here for simplic-
ity),” says Shane.

On-farm storage
“Since our ability to export excess
electricity back to the grid is limited,
on-farm storage takes on a high impor-
tance. We think it would make sense if
farmers could put more solar panels on
buildings and export to the grid.”

When asked if  they would do any-
thing different, the Dolans say they are
happy with the investment and how it’s
operating .

But they add that they should have
sought more advice at the start to best
understand what they were investing
in, and guidance on the right system
for their farm.

The new TAMS 3 Solar Capital Invest-
ment Scheme (SCIS) increases the
grant rate on solar panels and batteries
to 60% and introduces a standalone
investment ceiling of €90,000 for solar
installations.

The maximum PV system allowable
has increased from 11 kWp to 62 kWp.
The reference costs have similarly been
revised to y = 1441x + 1849. i.e. the
reference cost for a 26 kWp PV system
is €39,315 (€1,512 per kWp).

Reference costs
For batteries, the reference cost is
calculated based on the rated stor-
age capacity (kWh) of the proposed
battery installation. The maximum size
of the battery being grant-aided must
be no more than 50% of the size of the
panels.

The reference costs for batteries are
calculated as y = 703x + 753. Therefore
the reference cost of a 13 kW battery is
€9,892 (€761 per kW storage).

The farmyard dwelling house electric-
ity consumption can be included in the
calculations for estimating the size of
the solar PV system to be installed.

Note that it does not, however, allow
for TAMS grant aided solar PV panels
to be erected on the dwelling house;
all such panels can either be ground
mounted, wall mounted (on farm build-
ings) or erected on the roof(s) of farm
buildings.

The sizing guidelines for solar PV sys-
tems will cap the generation capacity of
the system at the total annual electricity
consumption of the farm. For example if
a 100 cow farm consumes 25,000 kWh
of electricity.

System size
The maximum PV system size eligible
for TAMS support will be determined by
the annual generation capacity of the
solar modules being deployed. This can
vary by supplier, geographical location
and orientation.

Assuming a generation capacity of
950 kWh/kWp/year, the maximum
eligible PV array size on this example
100 cow farm would be 25,000/950
= 26 kWp, this could be coupled with
a battery of 26 x 0.5 = 13 kW. Larger
systems could be installed on the
farm if desired, but they could not be
connected to the TAMS granted aided
system. Additional PV capacity would
need to be stand-alone.

What supports
does TAMS 3
provide for farm
solar projects?

•Each farm needs a tailored solu-
tion, accounting for annual electricity
consumption, roof space available,
grid connection capacity, geographical
location, roof orientation and slope etc.
Insist that a supplier visit the farm to
assess these aspects before agreeing
on a solution.
•Ask your supplier for a generation re-
port outlining the PV system genera-
tion forecast for the warranty
period of the system.
•Ask for manufacturer
details on proposed
technologies (in-
cluding panels,
batteries and
inverters) and
warranties
covering both
manufacturer
warranties and
performance
guarantees. En-
sure the equipment
is listed on the SEAI
triple E register.

•  Ensure an assessment of grid connec-
tion export capacity is acquired before
purchasing a system as this may
influence system size and
specification.

•  Ensure that he company has a backup
service to address any issues with the
system after installation.

•  Ask for a demo of the performance
monitoring system being offered.

This will ensure it offers
an overview of how the

system performs over
time.

• If applying to
the Solar Capital
Investment
Scheme ensure
the scheme siz-
ing guidelines
are followed
and engage
with an advisor

to guide
you through the

application
process.

PV procurement essentials

Continued
from p9

Shane Dolan says
the system is easy

to operate.
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